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Abstract
Fatigue-induced cracking in steel components and other brittle materials of civil structures is
one of the primary mechanisms of degrading structural integrity and can lead to sudden failures.
However, these cracks are often difficult to detect during visual inspections, and off-the-shelf
sensing technologies can generally only be used to monitor already identified cracks because of
their spatial localization. A solution is to leverage advances in large area electronics to cover
large surfaces with skin-type sensors. Here, the authors propose an elastic and stretchable
multifunctional skin sensor that combines optical and capacitive sensing properties. The
multifunctional sensor consists of a soft stretchable structural color film sandwiched between
transparent carbon nanotube electrodes to form a parallel plate capacitor. The resulting device
exhibits a reversible and repeatable structural color change from light blue to deep blue with an
angle-independent property, as well as a measurable change in capacitance, under external
mechanical strain. The optical function is passive and engineered to visually assist in localizing
fatigue cracks, and the electrical function is added to send timely warnings to infrastructure
operators. The performance of the device is characterized in a free-standing configuration and
further extended to a fatigue crack monitoring application. A correlation coefficient-based
image processing method is developed to quantify the strain measured by the optical color
response. Results show that the sensor performs well in detecting and quantifying fatigue cracks
using both the color and capacitive signals. In particular, the color signal can be measured with
inexpensive cameras, and the electrical signal yields good linearity, resolution, and accuracy.
Tests conducted on two steel specimens demonstrate a minimum detectable crack length of
0.84mm.
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1. Introduction

Fatigue cracks in steel are damages that can lead to sudden
and catastrophic failures of structural components and/or the
structure itself [1, 2]. Currently, these cracks are identified
visually during inspection campaigns [3]. In some cases, they
may also be identified and characterized using nondestruct-
ive evaluation (NDE) techniques, such as magnetic particle
testing [4], ultrasonic testing [5], thermography [6]. Neverthe-
less, visual inspections do not guarantee the timely discovery
of new cracks, because the process is subjective and also con-
ducted at pre-determined time intervals [3]. NDE techniques
are costly, time consuming, and require trained agents.

Timely discovery of damage can be achieved using struc-
tural health monitoring (SHM) technologies. Electromech-
anical methods are popular SHM techniques used to detect
cracks through local changes in electrical properties. For
example, using restive paints [7], carbon nanotube (CNT)-
based films [8, 9], flexible sheets of resistors [10], and soft
elastomeric capacitors [11]. The promise of these technolo-
gies lies in the coverage of large structural surfaces enabling
both fatigue crack discovery and quantification during oper-
ations. In particular, the authors have investigated multiple
designs of capacitive strain sensors that allow for processing
and design of a soft elastomeric sensing skin that can con-
duct two-dimensional (2D) sensing of strain. This 2D sensing
property was leveraged to create a sensing solution capable
of discovering new fatigue cracks on flat surfaces [11] and in
corner welds [12]. The research presented on this paper builds
on experience with these soft elastomeric sensing skins.

Alternative SHMmethods have also been proposed, in par-
ticular those based on change in optical properties. Optical
properties can be leveraged to assist in damage detection
and visualization during visual inspections. Investigations
on structurally colored materials that undergo visible (400–
800 nm) absorption and spectral emission changes in response
to external stimulus have been conducted and reported over
the last decades [13, 14]. Structurally colored materials that
response to mechanical stimuli have been proposed for optical
sensing [15]. The promise of that materials is that color
change or intensity change can be obtained without degrad-
ation under external mechanical stimuli. However, maintain-
ing structural film integrity over large, reversible strains still
remains challenging [16], and other color-dynamic materials
such as liquid crystalline elastomers are difficult to scale up
and be transformed into optical sensors [17]. To that effect,
polymer-based structurally colored materials capable of chan-
ging color or emission color without degradation upon external
mechanical stimuli have been proposed [18, 19].

Examples of optical sensing applications to civil
engineering, (GNP)-based polymer composite fabricated by

performing in situ GNP reduction directly within the elasto-
meric poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) matrix for large strain
sensing via visual observation [20], an opal photonic crystal
film made of a silicone elastomer with arrays of submicron
polystyrene colloidal particles to detect cracks on concrete
[21], a mechanoresponsive sensor formed by a PDMS sub-
strate and polystyrene–polybutadiene–polystyrene (SBS) trib-
lock copolymer film to detect mechanical deformations in
metallic structures [22], and an angle-insensitive mechanore-
sponsive sensor formed by sandwiching an Fabry–Perot (F–P)
interferometer composed of an elastomeric triblock copoly-
mer between two metal layers to detect mechanical failure of
material [23]. These polymer-based mechanoresponsive soft
photonic materials are promising at reducing the subjectivity
of visual inspections, yet do not guarantee timely discovery of
damage.

Here, we describe a new multifunctional skin sensor tech-
nology that combines both optical and electrical responses to
strain. The novelties of the paper are twofold: (1) the optical
signal of the structural color film is angle-independent and
thus greatly facilitates field measurements using an affordable
camera; and (2) the optical and capacitive signals are com-
bined to improve the detection and identification of fatigue
cracks. The purpose of the optical signal is to visually assist
in locating fatigue cracks, and that of the capacitive signal
is to send timely warnings to infrastructure operators. The
optical function does not rely on power and is engineered to
visually assist the localization of fatigue cracks. The capa-
citance sensing function does require a data acquisition and
transmission system, and is added to send timely warnings
to infrastructure operators. The optical property arises from a
structural color film, fabricatedwithmonodispersed silica nan-
oparticles (NanoCym). Its mechanoresponsive behavior res-
ults in a reversible, observable to the naked eye, and angle-
independent color change under an ambient environment. This
color film is then sandwiched between two transparent CNT
electrodes to produce a flexible, parallel plate capacitor to add
the electromechanical property. The soft capacitor is capable
of transducing strain into a measurable change in capacitance.
The purpose of the CNT electrodes is to minimize the optical
impact on the optical properties.

The optical and electromechanical sensing properties are
characterized and evaluated through tensile tests and fatigue
crack tests on steel plates (compact tension (C(T)) specimens).
A correlation coefficient-based image processing method is
developed to quantify strain caused by the opening of the
fatigue crack from the optical response. This algorithm allows
for an easy vision-based crack detection and quantification
method, and does not require a high-resolution camera.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the background of the technology, including the
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fabrication process, electromechanical model, and structural
similarity index measurement (SSIM) for image processing.
Section 3 describes the experimental setup and proced-
ure applied for the free-standing and fatigue crack tests.
Section 4 characterizes mechanical, optical, and electromech-
anical properties. Section 5 presents and discusses results on
the sensing performance. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Multifunctional sensor

This section presents the multifunctional sensor for SHM of
fatigue cracks. It includes the fabrication process of the struc-
tural color film and the parallel plate capacitor structure, the
electromechanical model, and the SSIM used for image pro-
cessing and strain measurement.

2.1. Structural color film

The fabrication steps of the soft structural color film are
illustrated in figure 1(a). The silica nano-articles with a
diameter of 100 nm are purchased from NanoCym and
washed in anhydrous ethanol at least three times. After, the
particles are dispersed in anhydrous ethanol in a ratio of
1:10w/w. The host polymer matrix poly(ethylene glycol)
phenyl ether acrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) is mixed with 1w/w
of photoinitiator (2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-1-propanone,
Sigma-Aldrich), named monomer. The silica particles and the
matrices in a ratio of 40wt% of SiO2 are mixed using a shear
mixer for 5min at 2000 rpm, and the resulting composite is
stored at 70 ◦C to evaporate the ethanol for several hours. The
resulting material is cast onto glass slides. To enable easy peel-
ing of the stretchable composite, a sacrificial layer of water-
soluble dextran (MW 15 000–25 000, Sigma Aldrich) was first
spin coated onto the glass slide. In a final step, the composite
was cured under UV light and nitrogen atmosphere for 5min
at 8W and 254 nm wavelength for solidifying.

The structural color relies upon the interference of light,
scattered in the nanoscale structures of randomly arranged
silica spheres. Differentmaterials hosting nanostructure can be
employed, among them polymers or other responsive materi-
als. The mechanical properties provided by the polymer mat-
rix allows to use external triggers such as strain, temperature,
and change in the scattering structure, to producing changes
in the optical appearance. This enables tuning and therefore
added functionalities of materials for different applications
such as sensors, displays, and camouflage. The essential char-
acteristic of our structural color film is the stretchability of the
soft composite and a predictable and reversible color response
to an external stimuli. In this study, silica (SiO2) particles were
employed to serve as photonic structure changes in their dens-
ity, enabling a reversible, repeatable, and angle-independent
color changes under stretch. The optical functionality can be
used to recognize the presence of fatigue cracks on steel given
the strain provoked by the opening of the crack, as illustrated
in figure 1(c).

2.2. Parallel-plate capacitor

When electroded on both sides, the silica/elastomer composite
film becomes a parallel plate capacitor as shown in figure 1(b).
The electrodes on the structural color composite film are
defined by a masking layer applied directly after peeling of
the cured polymer film. To form a stretchable fairly transparent
electrode, CNT electrodes are prepared from a commercially
available CNT solution (Invision 3500, NanoC). An amount of
5ml CNT ink is diluted in isopropanol, sonicated for 10min
and vacuum filtered through a porous polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) membrane with a pore size of 0.5 nm. The resulting
PTFE filter membrane had a sheet resistance of 600ΩSq−1

(20J3 Sheet Resistance Meter, DELCOM Instruments, Inc.).
A masking layer was used to define the electrode areas, pro-
duced by stamping, on both sides of the film. The PTFE fil-
ters with the CNT electrode was stamp-transferred onto both
sides of the prior prepared structural color film to define the
parallel plate capacitor structure, simultaneously combining a
optical and electrical sensing properties. In a final step, elec-
trical connections were applied and the sensors transferred for
testing and evaluation. The two electrodes are highly compli-
ant and transparent, thus minimizing optical absorption. Con-
sistency and uniformity of specimens is ensured through a
quality control process that consists of measuring and eval-
uating the thickness, color response, permittivity, dissipation
factor, and initial capacitance across the optical and electrical
properties.

2.3. Electromechanical model

From prior experience on soft elastomeric capacitors, our
sensor can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor [24, 25]:

C= e0er
A
h

(1)

where e0 = 8.854 pFm−1 is the vacuum permittivity, er is the
relative permittivity, h is the thickness of the dielectric (color
film), and A= l · d is the electrode area of length l and width
d as annotated in figure 1(d).

Assuming that the sensor undergoes small levels of strain,
the relative change in capacitance ∆C/C0 can be obtained by
differentiating equation (1) and relates to the additive in-plane
strains εx =∆l/l0, εy =∆w/w0, and out-of-plane strain εz =
∆h/h0:

∆C
C0

=

(
∆l
l0

+
∆w
w0

− ∆h
h0

)
= εx+ εy− εz (2)

where C0 denotes an initial (unstrained) condition, and ∆C
represents the incremental change in capacitance. Taking the
small and additive in-plane strain (x− y plane) of a mon-
itored substrate and applying Hooke’s Law under plane stress
assumption, one obtains:

εz =− ν

1− ν
(εx+ εy) (3)
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Figure 1. (a) Fabrication steps of the structural color film capacitor material; (b) formation of the CNT electrodes by CNT stamping;
(c) optical mechanism; (d) and picture of the assembled sensor.

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the structural color film.
Substituting equation (3) into equation (2), the capacitance
of the sensor under uniaxial strain (along the x-axis) can be
written as:

∆C
C0

=
1

1− ν
(εx+ εy) = λ0(εx+ εy) (4)

where λ0 is the gauge factor in a free-standing (sensor not
adhered onto a substrate) configuration. In an adhered config-
uration, the gauge factor λ is influenced by the level of adhe-
sion, creating a composite effect [26], and the stiffness of the
substrate. Therefore, equation (4) can be specialized with εy =
−νcεx, where νc is the resulting Poisson’s ratio under com-
posite action and can be expressed as a function of weighted
Poisson’s ratios:

νc =
aν+ bνm
a+ b

(5)

where νm is the Poisson’s ratio of the substrate, a and b are
weight coefficients representing the composite effect with val-
ues between 0 and 1. Coefficients a and b depend on the level
of adhesion and material stiffness, with a+ b= 1. For steel,
concrete, and other structural materials of high stiffness, a≈ 0

and b≈ 1, and for free-standing sensors, a= 1 and b= 0. Sub-
stituting εy =−νcεx into equation (4), one obtains:

∆C
C0

=
1− νc
1− ν

εx =
1− aν+bνm

a+b

1− ν
εx (6)

yielding the gauge factor λ:

λ=
1− νc
1− ν

. (7)

2.4. Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM)

The SSIM is a perceptual metric used to measure and quantify
visual similarity between images [27, 28]. Mathematically, the
SSIM is computed as the weighted combination of the lumin-
ance contrast, and structure similarity between two images p
and q [29]:

SSIM(p,q) = [k(p,q)]α · [c(p,q)]β · [s(p,q)]γ (8)

where k is the luminance used to compare the brightness
between both images, c is the contrast used to differ the ranges
between the brightest and darkest region of both images, s is
the structure used to compare the local luminance pattern to
find the similarity and dissimilarity between both images, and
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α, β, and γ are positive constants. The luminance, contrast,
and structure of an image can be separately expressed as:

k(p,q) =
2µpµq+C1

µp2 +µq2 +C1
(9)

c(p,q) =
2σpσq+C2

σp2 +σq2 +C2
(10)

s(p,q) =
σpq+C3

σpσq+C3
(11)

whereµp andµq are the localmean of p and q,σp andσq are the
standard deviations of p and q, and σpq is the cross-covariance
for images p and q, respectively [30].

By substituting equations (9)–(11) into equation (8) and
assigning α=β= γ= 1, the SSIM can be is simplified as:

SSIM(p,q) =
(2µpµq+C1)(2σpσq+C2)

(µp2 +µq2 +C1)(σp2 +σq2 +C2)
. (12)

3. Experimental test

This section describes the experimental method used in char-
acterizing the sensor. First, the quasi-static tests used to
investigate the optical and electro-mechanical properties of
the sensor under a free-standing configuration are described.
Second, the experimental setup along with the loading pro-
tocol used in testing fatigue crack detection and quantification
capabilities are presented.

3.1. Free-standing test

Quasi-static tests were designed to characterize the sensor
under a free-standing configuration. Sensors were custom-
ized in rectangular-shaped thin-film specimens, each of 56mm
length, 8mmwidth, and 0.15mm thickness, for an aspect ratio
of 7:1. Experimental tests were conducted using an Instron
5544A tensile tester equipped with a 10N load cell (shown
in figure 2(a)). Both ends of the sensor were gripped between
two clamping fixtures and mounted onto the load cell. Three
independent specimens were prepared and each were initially
pre-strained at 50mN to eliminate slack before testing.

A first series of tests was conducted by applying uniaxial
tensile strain along the longitudinal direction at a linear rate
of 1% s−1 and stopped at 40% strain. A second series of tests
consisting of cyclic loadings was conducted by subjecting the
sensor to a 0.1Hz excitation at 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%,
10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% strain under five cycles applied
under each strain level. A 10 s pause was applied at the peak
amplitude of the third cycle under each strain level to allow an
investigation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Capacitance
data was recorded at 100Hz using an inductance (L), capacit-
ance (C), and resistance (R) - LCRmeter (Keysight E4980A),
and the sensor’s surface/apparent color under normal white
light was simultaneously recorded using a digital camera with
a frame rate of 30 fps during the cyclic loading process.

To allow a direct investigation of the mechanical properties
of the structural color film, three of these films were custom-
ized to the same size and the mechanical properties were char-
acterized by following the same experimental procedure. The
color reflectance of the structural color film under different
strain levels was measured using an optical fiber setup con-
nected to an Ocean Optics HR2000+ spectrometer, and the
measurements were carried out both before and immediately
after film straining.

3.2. Fatigue crack test

The performance of the sensor at detecting and quantifying
fatigue cracks was examined on C(T) specimens. The exper-
imental test was conducted by following the same procedure
as in prior work [31]. Figure 2(d) shows the overall experi-
mental setup. The C(T) specimens were fabricated from A36
structural steel plates and machined using water-jet cutting to
adopt the configuration prescribed by ASTM E647-15a [32],
as presented in figure 2(c).

The C(T) specimenswere prepared by successively sanding
with 1000 grit sandpaper and rinsing the surface with isopro-
pyl alcohol to provide a smooth and clean sensing area for the
sensor. The sensor was fully adhered onto the front surface
of the C(T) using a thin layer of off-the-shelf bi-component
epoxy resin (JB Weld), and a peel-and-stick tape measure was
adhered onto the back surface of the C(T) specimen to visu-
alize and quantify the crack length using photographs taken
during the test. The front and back views of the sensor-C(T)
specimen are respectively shown in figures 2(e) and (f). A
pair of clevises was used to mount the sensor-C(T) specimen
on the 647 hydraulic wedge grip, and a closed-loop servo-
hydraulic testing machine (MTSmodel 312.41 with a TestStar
IIm controller) was used to apply fatigue load. Washers were
used in conjunction with screw nuts to prevent relative slid-
ing and stress concentration. Two mobile phone cameras (A
and B) were placed on the back and front sides of the sensor-
C(T) specimen to simultaneously record the crack length and
sensor’s color during the loading process at frame rates both
of 30 fps.

To focus on the sensor’s performance in detecting low-cycle
fatigue cracks and quantifying different levels of damage, a
1Hz harmonic excitationwas applied to the sensor-C(T) speci-
men, and the loading range was assigned in the tension-tension
mode with a constant loading range from 2.9 kN (0.65 kips)
to 29 kN (6.5 kips), resulting in a constant stress intensity
ratio R of 0.1, to generate and extend a fatigue crack. Note
that this loading resulted in a stress intensity higher than
that prescribed in ASTM E647-15am [32], which facilitated
a more rapid crack growth in this study. Values of Paris’ coef-
ficients C1 = 3.22× 10−10, C2 = 3.19× 10−10 (m/cycle), and
m1 = 2.87, m2 = 2.86 were respectively found on specimens 1
and 2, consistent with the valid ranges reported in literature
[33, 34].

Load and displacement were recorded using the linear vari-
able displacement transducer of the MTS with a sampling fre-
quency of 20 sample s−1, and capacitance data were collec-
ted at 10 samples s−1 using an LCR meter (Agilent 4263B)
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental setup of the free-standing test; (b) close-up view on the free-standing sensor (front view); (c) geometry of the
C(T) specimen; (d) overall experimental setup for fatigue crack test; (e) close-up view of the front surface of the sensor-C(T) specimen;
(f) close-up view of the back surface of the sensor-C(T) specimen; (g) picture of the sensor under 0mm crack length; and (h) picture of the
sensor under 27.61mm crack length.

at a 1 kHz measuring frequency driven in LabVIEW environ-
ment. Wires were fixed with electrical tape to create an elec-
trically insulating barrier and minimize the electrical noise
caused by cable movement. In this study, crack length was
defined as the distance measured from the notched edge to
the crack tip (indicated as a red dot in figure 2(f), where a
fatigue crack of 20.1mm was observed taken at cycle 13 059).
Tests ran continuously until the maximum displacement of
the MTS machine reached 25.4mm (1 inch). Slight lateral

torsion-induced out-of-plane deformations were observed on
the C(T) specimen for crack lengths beyond 38.1mm.

4. Sensor characterization

This section presents and discusses the experimental results
obtained from the free-standing tests. First, the mechanical
properties of the structural color film are presented. Second,
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Figure 3. (a) Stress–strain curve of the structural color film taken from the tensile rupture test with the inset showing the linear fit over 10%
strain; (b) comparison of the stress–strain response of the structural color film under the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 7th, and 20th cycle; (c) cyclic
stress–strain curve of the multifunctional sensor under 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% strain with inset showing the showing the stress–strain
behavior and hysteresis loop within 0.5% strain; and (d) strain-dependent Poisson’s ratio of the mltifunctional sensor measured using
ImageJ.

the optical properties of the structural color film in terms of
the apparent color, color change, and reflectance under differ-
ent strain levels are presented. Third, the electrical properties
of the sensor under quasi-static excitations are characterized
and evaluated.

4.1. Mechanical properties

Figure 3(a) shows the stress–strain curve obtained from the
tensile rupture test conducted on the structural color film. The
material exhibited a linear stress–strain relationship before the
brittle fracture, and a significant drop in stress was observed
after the strain reached 42.1%, associated with a creep rup-
ture of the material. A Young’s Modulus E= 0.46MPa was
found from the elastic region (top-left inset of figure 3(c)) and
determined from the slope of the linear fit, and an ultimate
strength of 0.87MPa was computed from the maximum load
before the final rupture/fracture. This strength capacity is well
beyond what would be required to sustain local deformations
from a fatigue crack located under the sensor [12].

Figure 3(b) presents a set of cyclic stress–strain experi-
ments of the color film exposed to 40% strain. A noticeable
vertical downward shift was observed on the curve after the 1st
cycle. The hysteresis loss after the first cycles under the cyclic
loading and unloading process can be explained by theMullins
effect and stress softening induced by the rearrangement and

breaking down of the polymer chains under stretch, and has
been reported as a common phenomenon that occurs within
elastomeric materials [35]. Our experiments show that the cyc-
lic behavior exhibits a stable status through a rapid recov-
ery to the equilibrium status after the 2nd cycle, displaying a
hyperelastic stress–strain response typical of elastomers. The
toughnesses of the elastomeric composites were determined
using the enclosed area below each stress–strain curve, and
the high durability and robustness of the material were found
to be fully preserved even after subjecting to over 20 load-
ing cycles, demonstrating the repeatability in the mechanical
response and also the potential for its application to cyclic
loading scenarios.

Figure 3(c) is an overview of the cyclic stress–strain curve
of the sensor under 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% strain, with
the inset showing the hysteresis loops at relatively lower strain
amplitudes of 0.5%. It can be seen that at the area of hyster-
esis loops remained approximately the same and are narrow,
indicating that the elastic strain is much higher than the plastic
strain under small strain level.

Figure 3(d) shows the strain-dependent Poisson’s ratio ν of
a virgin sensor under increasing strain of the tensile rupture
test. Results were obtained by measuring transverse shrinkage
of the sensor through the image processing software ImageJ,
and an overall decrease as a function of applied strain was
observed until convergence at approximately 30% strain.
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Figure 4. (a)–(f) Digital photos of the structural color film at 0%, 1%, 8%, 20%, 30%, and 40% strain under ambient condition;
(g) measured reflectance spectra of the structural color film at different strain levels; (h) CIE 1931 color space chromaticity plotting the
color change of structural color film at different strains; (i) 24 color points organized RGB matrix of the first frame (0% strain); (j)∆J as
function of strain for the structural color film during the stretch and release processes of the first four cycles, with the inset showing the
change in SSIM (∆ SSIM) in the defined ROI; (k)–(m) digital photos showing the apparent color of the sensor at (k) 0, (l) 20%, and (m)
40% strain; and (n) change in correlation (∆J) versus applied strain of the sensor during the stretch and release processes with the inset
comparing the mean ∆J curves computed from 0◦ and 30◦ measurements.

4.2. Optical properties

Figures 4(a)–(f) present images taken from the recorded exper-
iment under ambient conditions (normal white light), showing
the multifunctional sensor’s apparent color at slack, and under
1%, 8%, 20%, 30%, and 40% strains, respectively. Here, the
applied strains result in a remarkable and naked-eye observ-
able color change from light blue to a deeper blue and finally
to cold white.

The Commission Internationale de L’Éclairage’s (CIE)
coordinate system was used to define the color coordinates,
and the calculated CIE 1931 color space chromaticity of the
structural color film at different strain levels are plotted in
figure 4(g). It can be observed that the coordinates change with
increasing strain and is evident for optical strain sensing.

The light scattering behaviour of the multifunctional sensor
at different strain levels are displayed in figure 4(h). A

distinguishable peak in diffuse reflectance was observed at
each stretch level, and all reflectance peaks are centered
around the wavelength of approximately 500–650 nm, char-
acteristic of the turquoise color. The measured wavelength of
the peak intensity gradually decreased with the increase of
strain, while the peak intensity in diffuse reflectance decreased
20.5% when stretching of the color film from 0% to 10%
strain, indicating a higher optical sensing sensitivity over that
strain range.

To investigated the reversibility of the color changes dur-
ing the loading and unloading cycle, an 8mm× 8mm square-
shaped region at the center of the sensor, where the axial
deformation is the most uniform and the observed color
change is the most homogeneous, was defined as a region of
interest (ROI), identified by the orange box in figures 4(a)–
(f). The 8mm length selected here corresponds to a 14.28%
gauge length, achieving an ROI with dimensions comparable
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with the width of the sensor. After, 24 color points were
uniformly assigned on the defined ROI, indicated as red dots in
figure 4(i), to identify the red, green and blue (RGB) value on
that location and formed as an RGB color matrix, as presented
in figure 4(i).

The Pearson correlation coefficient J, which is computed as
the ratio between the covariance of two RGB color matrices
and the product of their standard deviations, was adopted
as the color change indicator to measure the linear correla-
tion between the surface color that appeared on each frame,
written as:

J= 1−
E [(Si,k−µs)]

[(
S0i,j−µS0

)]
σsσs0

= 1−
∑

i,k (Si,k−µs)
(
S0i,j−µS0

)
√∑n

i=1 (Si,k−µs)
2

√∑n
i=1

(
S0i,j−µS0

)2
(13)

where Si,j and S0i,j are the RGB matrices of the first frame and
the compared frame, E is the expected value, µS and µS0 are
the means of Si,j and S0i,j, and σs and σs0 are their standard
deviations, respectively.

The results of the change in correlation coefficients (∆J)
during the stretch and release processes of the first four cycles
are presented in figure 4(j). A non-linearity after 30% strain
can be observed, which can be explained by the edge effects.
Additionally, the highest value for ∆J was obtained between
approximately 40%–30% strain during the strain release phase
of the first cycle, indicating a path-dependant color change
after the first cycle of stretching. A positive and approximately
linear relationship was observed between the change in correl-
ation coefficients and the applied strain, and an optical gauge
factor of 0.53 was found from the slope of the linear regression
conducted in the 0%–30% strain range.

The defined ROI was used for cropping and extracting
images used for color change analysis. The plot of the com-
puted change in SSIM (∆ SSIM) between the first frame and
each other frames is shown in the inset of figure 4(j). Res-
ults in the plot are taken from the stretch during the second
cycle of three tests conducted on three independent speci-
mens. The overlap and close agreement between the experi-
mental data measured from three independent specimens were
evaluated by comparing the area below each SSIM curve that
resulted from the stretch and release process. The enclosed
area remained in the range of 6.11–6.29 during the stretch
and release process, illustrating the repeatability of the color
change on the structural color film. A similar underlying trend
between the RGB correlation loss and the computed SSIMwas
observed, evident in the strain-induced color change on optical
response.

Figure 2(b) is a digital photo taken from the front view
(0◦) showing the surface color of the free-standing sensor
under 0% strain. An 8mm× 8mm ROI with 24 color is also
assigned for creating RGB matrices. Results for ∆J taken
from the stretch and release process during the first cycle
are presented in figure 4(n) as a function of strain, with the
green area illustrating the range measured over ten cycles
and with the blue curve representing the mean value. To

illustrate the angle independence of the strain-depended color
change, the experiment was recorded under an angle of 30◦

normal to the sensor. Figures 4(k)–(m) are digital images
taken from that angle, showing the color of the free-standing
sensor under 0%, 20%, and 40% strain. Results from the mean
∆J curve was compared against those measured from front
view (0◦) and presented in the inset of figure 4(m). An root
mean square error (RMSE) value of 2.39% was found over
0%–30% strain, demonstrating an angle-independent color
change.

4.3. Electromechanical properties

The sensing performance of the sensor was investigated by
evaluating the signal’s linearity, gauge factor, capacitance
versus strain match, and resolution. Figure 5(a) presents a time
series plot of the relative change in capacitance∆C/C0 versus
applied strain at a rate of 1% s−1. Results exhibit excellent lin-
earity up to 35%, and a RMSE of 97.36% over the full 40%
strain range, and the gauge factor obtained using the linear fit
over the 10% strain range (inset of figure 5(a)) is λ= 0.49,
taken as the slope of the fit. Figure 5(b) presents the strain
accuracy e1(± 0.18 ε) and capacitance error bounds e2(± 0.05
∆C/C0), both computed from the linear fit over 10% strain.

Figure 5(c) plots the relative change in capacitance∆C/C0

compared against the strain input under cyclic loading with the
strain level successively increasing to 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 5%
and up to 40%. Results show an good agreement between both
signals, with an RMSE of 3.88% and an overall SNR value of
10.62 dB, indicating the strain tracking capability and the high
quality in signal. The 95% confidence interval (CI) bound in
terms of strain and relative change in capacitance yields an
accuracy of ±0.65µε and ±0.29 ∆C/C0.

5. Fatigue crack monitoring

This section presents and discusses experimental data obtained
from the fatigue crack test to validate the capability of the
sensor at optically and electromechanically detecting and
characterizing fatigue cracks. First, the optical sensing per-
formance for fatigue crack localization is illustrated. Second,
the electromechanical sensing performance in terms of lin-
earity, sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy are evaluated.
Third, the results obtained from optical sensing are com-
pared with the results from electrical sensing for quantifying
a crack.

5.1. Optical sensing

Figures 6(a)–(c) presents digital photos taken from the video
recorded continuously during the fatigue tests. Selected pho-
tographs show that the color changes on the sensor under a
large opening, no opening, and a small opening for a crack
length of 16.3mm taken at 10 361 cycles. A color change
of the sensing area above the cracking area was observed
under the cross-crack strain provoked by the opening of the
crack. The digital photos are further processed with CIELAB-
based color-difference formulas (CIE 2000) in MATLAB to
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Figure 5. (a) Quasi-static tensile test results over 40% strain level; (b) strain accuracy resulted from the capacitance error bounds; and
(c) time series response of the sensor under cyclic loading (superimposed).

Figure 6. (a)–(c) Digital photographs of the sensor under a crack length of 16.3mm (at 10 361 cycles): large crack opening, no crack
opening, and small crack opening; (d)–(f) CIE 2000 processed images of digital photographs (a)–(c); (g)–(i) digital photographs from the
back surface of the C(T) under a crack length of 16.3mm (at 10 361 cycles): large crack opening, no crack opening, and small crack
opening; (j)–(l) CIE 2000 processed images of digital photographs (g)–(i); and (m) comparison of the change in correlation (∆J) computed
from the front side (sensor) and back side (no sensor) of the C(T) specimen.

improve the accuracy of observed color differences through
the introduction of various corrections in CIELAB. Results of
the processed photographs are shown in figures 6(d)–(f). Dif-
ferences in the sensor’s apparent color can be observed even
under a small crack opening. Figures 6(g)–(i) are images taken
from the back side of the C(T) specimen that correspond to
figures 6(a)–(c), emulating pictures that would be taken during
a traditional inspection. Those photographs are also processed

with the CIE 2000 coordinate, and the resulting photographs
are shown in figures 6(j)–(l). By comparing the processed pho-
tographs of the sensor (figures 6(d)–(f)) and the back side of
the C(T) specimen (figures 6(j)–(l)), it can be noticed that
the sensor improved visual capabilities to observe a fatigue
crack. Figure 6(m) is a plot comparing ∆J taken over the
front side (sensor) and back side (no sensor) specimen, for
both tested specimens. Results clearly show that the utilization
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Figure 7. (a) Time series of raw capacitance data under designed fatigue loading protocol; (b) P2P amplitudes of the relative change in
capacitance∆C/C0 under different crack lengths, with the inset showing the frequency spectra of the sensor and the loading; (c) CGI as a
function of crack length; and (d) time series of averaged CGI values along with corresponding p-values from the t-test.

of the sensor permits a better optical discovery of a fatigue
crack, as well as a better characterization of the fatigue crack
length.

5.2. Electromechanical sensing

Figure 7(a) plots a capacitance time history across the entire
loading/unloading process, and the inset presented capacit-
ance versus strain input under a crack length of 30.6mm. The
upward drift is capacitance data can explained by the plastic
deformation of the C(T) specimen, where the minimum crack
opening increased as the crack propagates. A peak-to-peak
(P2P) relative change in capacitance∆C/C0 amplitude (illus-
trated in the inset of figure 7(a)) was extracted as a signal
feature to quantify the localized strain provoked by the clos-
ing and opening of the crack, which corresponds to the actual
strain experienced by the sensor. This strategy allows to cor-
rect for drifts caused by calibration and in-field environmental
effects. Note that the long-term performance of the device with
respect to environmental effects is left to future work.

Figure 7(b) presents the P2P amplitudes extracted from
both tested specimens over different crack lengths, where
the P2P amplitudes are taken as the averaged values of
100 s measurements under a given crack length. An over-
all increase in P2P amplitudes is observed with the increase
of the crack length. The increments of the P2P amplitudes
under a unit crack length decreased after approximately 20mm
crack length, which can be attributed to the potential delamin-
ation of the sensor and rupture of the sensing area during
the experiment, as shown in the figure 2(h), taken under a
crack length of 27.61mm. The inset of figure 7(b) compares

the frequency spectrum of the sensor’s signal and MTS
inputs (i.e. force input), where the input frequency of 1Hz is
observable.

The crack length quantification was conducted by using
the crack growth index (CGI) algorithm proposed in previous
work [36]. Briefly, the CGI consists of a scalar that relates lin-
early to a fatigue crack size. It is taken as the square root of the
ratio of the magnitude of the peak power spectral density of the
capacitance signal (PSDC

i ) to the magnitude of the PSD of the

force measurements (PSDF
i ), with CGI=

√
PSDC

i√
PSDF

i

. Figure 7(c)

plots the computed CGI as a function of crack length in a semi-
log scale plot, and linearity of the relationship was observed
between 0 (no crack) to approximately 20mm crack length.

A continuous t-test on the sensor’s signal is used to determ-
ine the smallest detectable crack size from the signal. To do so,
the CGI data was split into 25 s windows, and the 5th window
(corresponding to the time interval 100–125 s) was taken as
the reference window to reduce noise. Then, the t-test was con-
ducted by using the ttest function inMATLAB and under the
null hypothesis that the new CGI values were different from
the CGI values in the reference window. Figure 7(d) is a time
series plot of the resulting p-value. A p-value of 1 indicates
that the t-test rejects the null hypothesis at a 5% significance
level, and thus that a crack is discovered. In this study, the p-
values from specimens 1 and 2 stabilized to 1 after the 155th
and 148th windows, respectively. Those windows correspond
to time intervals of 3875 s–3900 s and 3700 s–3725 s, indicat-
ing minimum detectable crack lengths of 0.86 and 0.82mm,
respectively.

Figures 8(a)–(d) plot the averaged relative change in capa-
citance ∆C/C0 from both specimens as a function of the
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Figure 8. (a)–(d) Two sample-averaged relative change in capacitance (∆C/C0) as a function of cross-crack strain under crack lengths of
(a) 0, (b) 6.2, (c) 12.5, and (d) 20.1mm, also presenting the gauge factors and signal matching error for with 95% CI; (e) correlation
coefficients (black solid line) between the 20 color patches organized RGB matrices resulted from the cracking and noncracking area, along
with the corresponding cross-crack strain levels (red dot line) under different crack lengths; (f) comparing of cross-crack strain measured
from numerical model, optical sensing, and capacitance sensing under different crack lengths.

Table 1. Experimental results characterizing fatigue crack sensing performance.

95% CI

Crack length MTS strain Crack strain Strain ratio R2 MTS λ Crack λ ∆C/C0 resolution σres

(mm) (%) (%) (%) (−) (−) (−) (−) (µε) (−)

0 0.39 0.31 125.81 0.19 0.82 1.03 ±1.072 ±90.8 30.12
1.5 0.43 1.11 37.74 0.23 1.59 0.62 ±1.101 ±69.2 26.71
6.5 0.56 2.16 25.93 0.46 2.32 0.60 ±1.051 ±45.3 22.98
12.5 0.79 3.31 27.01 0.52 3.03 0.72 ±0.953 ±31.4 24.43
20.1 0.88 5.26 18.96 0.64 4.77 0.79 ±1.166 ±27.4 20.77
29.3 0.97 6.44 15.06 0.87 5.05 0.76 ±1.315 ±26.0 19.29
35.1 1.16 8.39 13.83 0.95 4.48 0.62 ±1.131 ±28.2 21.38
41.9 1.41 10.56 13.35 0.91 3.78 0.50 ±1.005 ±26.6 18.61
47.6 1.62 13.11 12.36 0.93 3.15 0.39 ±0.961 ±30.5 19.09

crack-induced strain under crack lengths of 0, 6.2, 12.5, and
20.1mm. The crack-induced strain is the localized strain pro-
voked by the closing and opening of the crack, and is a better
representation of the strain experienced by the sensor. These
values are computed from a finite element model (FEM) under
the corresponding crack lengths. The FEM for such test con-
figuration was presented and validated in prior work [31]. Res-
ults show the linear fit (red solid line) obtained from least
squares regression along with the resulting 95% CI bounds

(green dashed line) representing the resolution. The computed
gauge factors λ are listed in each subfigure.

Table 1 assembles the quantitative results over nine rep-
resentative crack lengths, listing the load-derived strain from
the MTS machine (MTS-strain), crack-induced strain, MTS-
derived to crack-induced strain ratio, linearity through the
quality of the linear regression fit (R2), gauge factors (λ) com-
puted from MTS-derived strain and crack-induced strain, res-
olution through the 95% CI in terms of the relative change
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Table 2. Comparison of sensing performance versus cSEC under 0,
11.1, and 48.2mm crack lengths.

Crack length (mm) multif. (sensor) cSEC

R2 0 0.19 0.17
(–) 11.1 0.51 0.83

48.2 0.93 0.97
95% CI 0 ±1.07 ±0.59
∆C/C0 11.1 ±0.94 ±0.29
(–) 48.2 ±0.96 ±0.23
95% CI 0 ±90.8 ±71.9
resolution 11.1 ±32.6 ±49.2
(µε) 48.2 ±30.3 ±12.2
σres 0 30.12 25.64
(µε) 11.1 23.39 4.78

48.2 18.52 2.77
min. crack — 0.84 0.28
length (mm)

in capacitance and equivalent strain levels computed using
equation (7) with MTS-induced λ, and standard derivation on
the resolution (σres) measured from specimens 1 and 2. Res-
ults show that both the MTS-derived strain and crack-induced
strain are increasing with the extension of the crack length, but
with the crack-induced strain increasing at a higher rate, res-
ulting in a decrease of the strain ratio as the crack propagates.
Values for R2 and the crack-induced λ respectively exhibit an
overall good linearity and sensitivity, especially under a large
strain. Yet, a relatively poor linearity was observed under the
0mm crack (’no crack’), given the nonexistent crack-induced
strain. The slightly lower crack-induced λ under large crack
lengths (41.9 and 47.6mm) can be attributed to the loss in the
geometric sensing area. The resolution of the signal and accur-
acy (σres) improvedwith the increase in crack length, where the
accuracy is computed as the standard deviation of data under
a given crack length.

The performance of the multifunctional sensor is compared
against that of a more mature parallel-plate capacitor (termed
corrugated soft elastomeric capacitor or cSEC) reported in
prior work on the exact same experimental setup [31]. Results
are tabulated in table 2. It found that generally, the multifunc-
tional sensor underperforms the cSEC probably due to its early
stage of development. Yet, the reported values remain similar
to those reported under the cSEC, except for the variance of the
resolution, where themultifunctional sensor underperforms by
one magnitude.

The optical strain sensing properties of the sensor is evalu-
ated on an l × w= 5× 1mm2 rectangular ROI located above
the crack with 20 color points uniformly assigned within the
region. The loss in correlation coefficients (1−∆J) between
the RGB matrices that are computed under different crack
lengths are presented in figure 8(e). It can be observed that
the loss in correlations increases following a trend similar as
a function of crack length to that of the crack-induced strain,
consistent with the findings from the tensile tests conducted on
the structural color film. This illustrates the capability of the
sensor at optically localizing and quantifying crack.

Figure 8(f) is a plot comparing the crack-induced strain
extracted from the numerical model using experimental data
with measurements obtained from the optical and electrical
(capacitance) signals. Values are presented as the average from
both specimens. The optical-derived values were computed
using the curves in figure 4(n), and the electrical-derived val-
ues were computed using the gauge factor λ characterized
from prior tensile test. The error bars added to the optical
measurements show the strain resolutions and the error bars
added on the electrical-derived values indicate the min–max
range over both specimens. Both optical and electrical sensing
capabilities agree with the experimental data, with the optical
response slightly overestimating crack-induced strain while
the electrical feedback slightly underestimates it.

6. Conclusion

This paper presented a first study on a new multifunctional
sensor that combines optical and electrical sensing properties.
The device is a parallel plate capacitor fabricated by sand-
wiching a structural color film between transparent electrodes.
The structural color film is fabricated by dispersing silica
nanoparticles within a polymer matrix to produce an angle-
independent color change. A stamp filtration step is used to
apply the compliant CNT electrodes and fabricate the capa-
citor structure. One role of the optical response is to assist
inspections, while one role of the electrical feedback is to send
advance warnings of possible damage.

Free-standing and fatigue crack tests were performed to
investigate and characterize the sensor. Stress–strain response
and stress softening properties under cyclic loadings were
characterized, and the reflectance spectra within the visible
spectrum measured. An RGB color points-based algorithm
was used as targets to quantify color change and evaluate the
optical sensing performance as a function of strain. The elec-
trical sensing performance was then evaluated under a free-
standing configuration, and sensors were installed onto com-
pact tension (C(T)) steel specimens to conduct fatigue crack
detection tests.

Results from the free-standing test showed that the struc-
tural color film exhibited a rapid stress recovery ability and a
linear stress–strain response within a larger strain level (40%).
The functionality of the proposed RGB correlations matrix
yielded an optical gauge factor of 0.53 and quantified the
SSIM. It was found that the SSIM returned similar values
under both 0◦ and a 30◦ viewing angles, illustrating the angle-
independent color change property of the sensor.

Results from the fatigue crack tests demonstrated the
sensor’s capability to detect and quantify cracks using color
and capacitive changes over large areas. In particular, the color
change, linearity, sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy of the
sensor were investigated. The sensor exhibited distinct color
changes at the location of the crack opening and, with color
levels consistent with those obtained from the free-standing
tests. The sensor’s electrical properties yielded good perform-
ance that compared with a more mature capacitance-based
sensing skin technology. In particular, an average minimum
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detectable crack length of 0.84mmwas achievedwith the elec-
trical signal. Overall, the presented work showed the promise
of the multifunctional sensor for SHM applications requiring
the on-time identification of strain-induced damage. Critical
applications other than fatigue cracks in steel include cracks
in pre-stressed concrete components and in aircraft airframes.
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